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How to set up nested simulations for non-standard domains 
 Jiawei Zhuang 2016/2 

 
Description： This document provides an example to set up nested simulations for domains other than NA and 
CH, in GEOS-Chem v10-01. If you have further questions, please contact Jiawei Zhuang (zhuangjw@pku.edu.cn). 
 
To make minimum changes, we show how to narrow the standard 0.25°x0.3125° nested NA domain to its 
subdomain. Following the steps in this document, the new nested simulation will be identical with the standard 
nested NA simulation in their overlapping areas, except for the (correct) effect of boundary conditions.  
 
For later reference, in the following table we list the indices of the outermost boxes of the global domain, the 
standard North America (NA) domain, and the new custom (CU) domain we want to set up. All the horizontal 
resolutions are 0.25°x0.3125°.  
 

 I0        I1         ISIZE 
(corresponding longitude range) 

J0      J1      JSIZE 
(corresponding latitude range) 

Global 1        1152      1152 
(-180°   ~ 179.6875°) 

1       721      721 
(-90°  ~  90°) 

Standard NA 161      385       225 
(-130° ~   -60°) 

400     601      202 
(-9.50° ~  -60.00°) 

CU 
(just an example) 

291      355       65 
(-89.375°  ~  -69.375°) 

480     561      82 
(29.50° ~  50.00°) 

Table 1. The spatial ranges and indices of nested domains. The indices start from 1. The lat/lon values here 
follow the lat/lon values in the GEOS-FP file, i.e. lon=(i_index-1)*0.3125°-180°, and lat=(j_index-1) *0.25°-90°. 
 
1. Changes to Source Code 
To avoid defining a new domain and touching the Makefile, here we just alter the domain size of the standard 
nested NA simulation. After changing the source code, the compile command for the new run is still the same: 
make -j4 MET=geosfp GRID=025x03125 NEST=na 

In the sense of programming style, this is not a good way of building a new nested simulation, but would be the 
quickest one (with least changes to the codes).  
 
1.1. Headers/CMN_SIZE_mod.F 
 
The array size of the 0.25°x0.3125° nested NA simulation is defined as: (equals to ISIZE, JSIZE in Table 1) 
#elif defined( GEOS_FP ) && defined( GRID025x03125 ) && defined( NESTED_NA) 

 

      !----------------------------------------------------------------- 

      ! GEOS-FP Nested NA Grid 

      !----------------------------------------------------------------- 

      INTEGER               :: IGLOB      = 225  

      INTEGER               :: JGLOB      = 202  

      INTEGER               :: LGLOB      = 72  
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It should be changed to match the new domain: (equals to ISIZE, JSIZE in Table 1) 
##elif defined( GEOS_FP ) && defined( GRID025x03125 ) && defined( NESTED_NA) 

 

      !----------------------------------------------------------------- 

      ! GEOS-FP Nested NA Grid 

      !----------------------------------------------------------------- 

      INTEGER               :: IGLOB      = 65 

      INTEGER               :: JGLOB      = 82 

      INTEGER               :: LGLOB      = 72  

 
 
1.2.  GeosCore/tpcore_bc_mod.F 
 
This module handles both the input (into nested models) and output (from global models) of boundary conditions.  
The spatial range of the boundary condition file is defined as: (output from 4°x5° global model for example) 
#if   defined( GRID4x5 ) || defined( NESTED_NA ) 

 

#if   defined( GEOS_FP ) 

         !%%%%% 4x5 BC REGION FOR NORTH AMERICA NESTED GRID (GEOS_FP) 

         I1_BC_NA = 11                       ! 4x5  lon index, LL corner 

         J1_BC_NA = 26                       ! 4x5  lat index, LL corner 

         I2_BC_NA = 25                       ! 4x5  lon index, UR corner 

         J2_BC_NA = 39                       ! 4x5  lat index, UR corner 

 
The only requirement is that the range of this boundary condition should cover the nested domain. In this case, 
there’s no need to change these parameters as the narrowed domain still falls in the boundary.  
 
If your new domain goes out of the original boundary, then the boundary should be enlarged. For example, the 
largest range would be: 
#if   defined( GRID4x5 ) || defined( NESTED_NA ) 

 

#if   defined( GEOS_FP ) 

         !%%%%% 4x5 BC REGION FOR NORTH AMERICA NESTED GRID (GEOS_FP) 

         I1_BC_NA = 1                       ! 4x5  lon index, LL corner 

         J1_BC_NA = 1                       ! 4x5  lat index, LL corner 

         I2_BC_NA = 72                       ! 4x5  lon index, UR corner 

         J2_BC_NA = 46                       ! 4x5  lat index, UR corner 

Then you should compile a global run to generate larger boundary conditions. 
 
Note: Reading the boundary condition is tied to the TRANSPORT process, as it is part of the “tpcore” modules. 
With TRANSPORT turned off, the nested simulation could run without boundary condition files. 
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1.3. Resolution & Domain Dependent Parameters 
Since in this case the new domain is still inside North America, the parameters are still valid. However, for a 
new area such as Africa, the parameters will need special tunings. 
 
The modules that need attention are: 
(1) Lightning NOx emission 
In HEMCO/Extensions/hcox_lightnox_mod.F90 
#elif defined( GRID025x03125 ) && defined( NESTED_NA ) 

    REAL*8, PARAMETER     :: ANN_AVG_FLASHRATE = 6.7167603d0 

 
If there’s no redistribution file that covers the new domain (HEMCO_datadir/LIGHTNOX/v2014-07/OTD-LIS-Local-
Redist.xxx), The OTD-LIS scaling factor need to be disabled. 
103     LightNOx          : on    NO 

    --> OTD-LIS factors   :       false 

 
(2) Dust emission 
In HEMCO/Extensions/hcox_dustdead_mod.F  or  /HEMCO/Extensions/hcox_tomas_dustdead_mod.F 
#if   defined( GEOS_FP ) && defined( GRID025x03125 ) 

… 

#elif defined(NESTED_NA) 

… 

      FLX_MSS_FDG_FCT = 1.20d-4 

 
(3) To find all the codes related to the nested NA simulation, simply 
$ grep -r  'NESTED_NA'  /the_code_directory 

Among them some are just string operations and some are obsolete. To really define a new domain in current 
framework, you will have to add corresponding lines to all these locations.  
 
1.4. HEMCO Codes 
To automatically handle the EMISSION process, add to HEMCO/Core/hco_config_mod.F90 the following red lines: 
! Advance to next container if lower hierarchy 

IF ( tmpLct%Dct%Hier < Hier ) THEN 

   CALL GetNextCont ( tmpLct, FLAG1 ); CYCLE 

ENDIF 

 

! Advance to next container if limited time range 

IF ( ( tmpLct%Dct%Dta%CycleFlag == HCO_CFLAG_RANGE ) .OR. & 

     ( tmpLct%Dct%Dta%CycleFlag == HCO_CFLAG_EXACT ) ) THEN 

   CALL GetNextCont ( tmpLct, FLAG1 ); CYCLE 

ENDIF 

 
So that both the global and regional Emission data will be correctly regridded and cropped to the model domain. 
Otherwise the regional emission will be missing. This problem is fixed in the developing v11-01e, which updates 
HEMCO to version 1.1.016. 
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2. Run Directory 
The rundir for the new simulation could be adjusted from that of a standard NA simulation, i.e. the rundir named 
geosfp_025x03125_tropchem_na generated by Unit Tester. 
 
2.1. Restart File 
The IDL/gamap scripts to create the new (in this case, cropped) restart file are: 
 
To regrid a global 4x5/2x2.5 restart file to global 0.25x0.3125: 
REGRIDH_RESTART,INFILENAME='4x5rst',OUTFILENAME='0.25x0.3125rst_global',$ 

OUTRESOLUTION=0.25 

 
To crop the global 0.25x0.3125 file to the nested domain (the lat/lon parameters here refer to Table 1) 
INFILENAME=’0.25x0.3125rst_global’ 

OUTFILENAME =’0.25x0.3125rst_nestedCU’ 

INTYPE = CTM_TYPE( 'GEOSFP', RES=0.25 ) 

INGRID = CTM_GRID( INTYPE ) 

INDX = WHERE( INGRID.XMID ge -89.54 AND INGRID.XMID le -69.21 ) 

INDY = WHERE( INGRID.YMID ge 29.61 AND INGRID.YMID le 50.13 ) 

bpch_sep,INFILENAME,OUTFILENAME,II=INDX,JJ=INDY 

 
An alternative way of cropping the file, but usually suffers from a memory problem: 
CREATE_NESTED, INFILENAME='0.25x0.3125rst_global', $ 

OUTFILENAME='0.25x0.3125rst_nestedCU', $ 

XRANGE=[ -89.54, -69.21 ],          $ 

YRANGE=[ -29.61, 50.00] 

 
2.2. Input.geos 
The global offset should be changed from 
Global offsets I0, J0   : 160 399 

to 
Global offsets I0, J0   : 290 479 

(equals to I0-1, J0-1 in Table 1) 
 
To output ND49 diagnostics, change the region indices from 
IMIN, IMAX of region    :   1  225 

JMIN, JMAX of region    :   1  202 

LMIN, LMAX of region    :   1  47 

to 
IMIN, IMAX of region    :   1  65 

JMIN, JMAX of region    :   1  82 

LMIN, LMAX of region    :   1  47 

(equals to ISIZE, JSIZE in Table 1) 
 
The rest of files in the rundir are all valid for the new run.  
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3. Input Data 
 
3.1. Emission Data 
In GEOS-Chem v10 the emission data are all from the same data set, unlike in v9 that every nested domain has 
its own data. Now HEMCO correctly regrids and crops the global and regional Emission data to the model domain. 
As stated in the beginning, this new nested simulation has the same emission as the standard NA simulation, in 
their overlapping areas. If the new nested domain goes out of North America, only global emission will be used. 
You can also provide new emission data files for the new nested simulation.  
See http://wiki.seas.harvard.edu/geos-chem/index.php/The_HEMCO_User%27s_Guide for more information.  
 
3.2. Meteorological Fields 
Only metfields over standard domains are directly downloadable.  
(see http://wiki.seas.harvard.edu/geos-chem/index.php/Available_met_data_for_nested_grid_simulations ).  
 
For this narrowed domain, you can simply crop the met fields over the standard North America domain. For 
example, the netCDF Operators (NCO) command to crop the constant met fields should be: 
ncea -d lat,80,161 -d lon,130,194 GEOSFP.20110101.CN.025x03125.NA.nc    GEOSFP.20110101.CN.025x03125.CU.nc 

where 80=480-400, 161=561-400, etc. (see Table 1) 
 
For other domains outside these standard domains, you will have to download and process the raw data yourself.  
 
For GEOS-5 data, see http://acmg.seas.harvard.edu/geos/wiki_docs/nested_grids/geos_data_downloads.pdf 
(click on Protocol for nested-grid data downloads in http://wiki.seas.harvard.edu/geos-chem/index.php/Main_Page) 
 
For GEOS-FP data, the similar tool is available on https://bitbucket.org/gcst/geos_fp, with the clone command: 
git clone https://bitbucket.org/gcst/geos_fp.git 

 
Once you manage to use this tool in a standard way, you can easily change the spatial domain of the nested 
output. In geos_fp/bin/GeosFpDriver.input, the domain is defined as: 
==> Nested NA output 

T 

GEOSFP.YYYYMMDD.%%%%%%.025x03125.NA.nc 

/acenet/shared/ctm/GEOS_0.25x0.3125_NA.d/GEOS_FP/YYYY/MM/ 

/acenet/shared/ctm/GEOS_0.25x0.3125_NA.d/GEOS_FP/YYYY/MM/ 

  161 400 385 601 

 
It can be changed to match the new simulation domain: 
==> Nested NA output 

T 

GEOSFP.YYYYMMDD.%%%%%%.025x03125.NA.nc 

/acenet/shared/ctm/GEOS_0.25x0.3125_NA.d/GEOS_FP/YYYY/MM/ 

/acenet/shared/ctm/GEOS_0.25x0.3125_NA.d/GEOS_FP/YYYY/MM/ 

  291 480 355 561 

(exactly equals to I0, J0, I1, J1 in Table 1) 
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Note: there’s a size limitation of 2GB on netcdf3 files, so setting a too large domain will end up with an error. To 
change the format to netcdf4, see related codes in geos_fp/Code/m_netcdf_io_create.F90 
      ! Save the value of the optional WRITE_NC4 variable in 

      ! a local shadow variable (bmy, 11/7/11) 

      IF ( PRESENT( WRITE_NC4 ) ) THEN 

         TMP_NC4 = WRITE_NC4 

      ELSE 

         TMP_NC4 = .FALSE. 

      ENDIF 

 

      IF ( TMP_NC4 ) THEN 

         ierr = Nf_Create (filname, NF_64BIT_OFFSET, ncid)  ! netCDF4 file 

      ELSE 

         ierr = Nf_Create (filname, NF_CLOBBER, ncid)       ! netCDF3 file 

      ENDIF 

 
By default, the variable WRITE_NC4 is not passed to the subroutine Nccr_Wr. You might, for example, force the 
format to be netCDF4.  
      ! Save the value of the optional WRITE_NC4 variable in 

      ! a local shadow variable (bmy, 11/7/11) 

      IF ( PRESENT( WRITE_NC4 ) ) THEN 

         TMP_NC4 = WRITE_NC4 

      ELSE 

         TMP_NC4 = .FALSE. 

      ENDIF 

 

      IF ( TMP_NC4 ) THEN 

         ierr = Nf_Create (filname, NF_64BIT_OFFSET, ncid)  ! netCDF4 file 

      ELSE 

         ierr = Nf_Create (filname, NF_64BIT_OFFSET, ncid)  ! netCDF4 file 

      ENDIF 

 
 
Ending Remark 
Processing the metfield would be a troublesome step of setting up a new nested simulation. Currently I am building 
a new I/O interface for metfield online regridding. The functionalities will include 
・Automatically crop standard nested metfields to for nested simulations over a subdomain. 
・Online regrid and crop 4x5/2x2.5 global metfields to support custom nested simulations  

-- so that the new simulation will benefit from the high-resolution emission data, though the metfield is not 
accurate enough. 
・Read different meteorological variables from separate files of different resolutions.  
 -- so it’s possible to only store several important variables on native resolution.  
・Online regrid native resolution data to lower-resolution (e.g. 0.5x0.625), based on the same algorithm that 
processes the raw data.  


